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     EQUILIBRIUM OF UREA-WATER SYSTEM, I. 

        The relation between equilibrium pressure and temperature. 

                  I3v Rvo Kiva~ia and Huteo Krsosurra*. 

                           Introduction. 

    Upon the reference to the c'duilibrii m pressure of urea synthesis, it was 
repo ted as the decomposition pressure or equilibrium pressure of auuvonium 
carbamate by Krase°, Tokcoka"-tat", ligan"', Ilrinct~t, JIatignon and Frejacques~, 
and Kitan:rki". I3t1 they arc all be!uw I.iO'C except 194.1"C of I{it;nval:i. It 
is well known that the yield of urea change by packing ratio g/cc, remembering 
that the equilibrium pressure arc not coincident among c~perimenters, the authors 
studied that the equilib ium pressure is also changed b} packing ratio in the field 
of the higher temper:.hua range. 130'C~3gU~C. The equilibrium pressure and 
Lhe yield of wea arc measured at the time uI 3-?4 hours and at the packing 
r~tio+ of 0.1-..U.9 g/cc. 

                              Apparatus. -
    "1'he apparatus is atastructed with a reaction vessel, a pressure gauge and a 

high pressure, valve, are connected with a steel pipe of IU nun O.I) vul 3 mm 
LD. The I3ourdat type pressure gauge, inhaled lubricant oil, is protected by a 
U-h•pe ~tccl stem pipe filled with ntcrnn~y flan corm=ion and the high pressure 
valve is adapted at the branch of the gauge stem pipe near the roadion vessel. 
The authors used three types of reaction vessels. (A} Ni-Cr steel, capacity ?S 
cC, (li) admitted a glass vessel in A, anti (C) 1 mm thickness sliver lining in a 
mild steel vessel, capacity i>U ce. 
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                  Sample and experimental method. 

    The purity a( urea, 39.9 jo, obtained by re~rystali-ration is used. As to the 

esperiment~rl method, after supplying the calculated wee in the reaction vessel, 

fixed the all co mectiuns, silver packing I nun thickness is used for preventing 

the leak at cooling. The air in the ~ reaction vessel is pmnped out and added 

the water in the reaction vessel b; the definite mot ratio of urea and a•atcr, 

thro gh the high pressure valve The apparatus is set in the electric (unlace, 

except the pressuc gauge. Temperahrre is m°asured by a thermocouple inserted 

in wall or inner of tote reaction .•essel. Tim^_ for reaching the i'eaaioa tempera-

ture is about 1.6-? hours. "1'he reaction vessel is codled is ice water at the 

end of the reaction, and the co tclits are anah•scd. The residual urea is decided 

by the following method. After oxidizing the corroded iron, filtering, and vapo~i-

zing teeter by evac anon at fi~i'C, the deposited urea is directly weighed. The 

existence of biaret is neglected by the low tentperat~te treatment. 

                        Experimental results. 

       (i) lielatiou Letwecn the cyuilihrium preseure, temperature 
                              and lime, 

(I) Relation beriveen the equilibrium pressure and time. 

    The pressure change is measured in the container C refeliifg to time 7--2~t
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hours fur the ezpc~imcnts of tmupciatures 130, li>U, 17U, 190, '~IU'C;, Lacking 

ratio 0:75 g/cc. These results aic illnstraled in Fig. 1. 

(2) Kelation bchreen the equilibrium Lressurc :old the temperature. 

    The cyuilibrium c.pclinrents of temperatures 1$U, IirU, IiQ I9U, 310, 2:iU, 

2dU'C arc pcrfornred in the containers A and lt. Tiny: above 190'G is :7 howl 

:uxl below 170'C is 7 boors. The results arc shown in Table I. In Fi1;. ?, the 

autbors compared their results with the data of NLdignon and Prejaalucs, Lgan, 

Tokuoka and Kitawaki.
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 thelsame time the mcrsurcm°nts of the tem~cretrre and the residual 
li~~;:id phase at the definite time interval in the container is measured, 
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                          Considerations. 

(1) Thr equilibrium Irressnre. It scems that that the equilibrium pressure is 
charged by packing rn[io as shoran in Pig. ?, is due to the difference of soh bi-

lih of ammonia and carhon dioxide to the liquid phase. Cunse•g:cntly the 
composition of ga. phase is related to pressure change, but will be explained in 
detail in the nest report. \\'heu tha tentperahrre is below 170'C, presscre can 

not reach equilibrium at the experintcnts cf °_# hours (the coraaincrs B and C). 
There miry be the influence of hydrogen, produced by- corrosion of the steel 

pipe tvlrich is in contact vita aas phase. 13ut this victy is t:ot applirrble (or the 
fact thct the pressr.rc eau reach equilibrium iu =hurt time, tvhcn the Mmperdmc 

is above I!1tI C. '1~forcover, there is the same terdency io the curve of pressnre-
Gme and residual urea-time, and when the temper.tu:e is below Ii0'C, the 

rc:idu:rl urea can not leach egr.ilibriunt after 24 hour=. Aecwdingly, lhorgh the 

reaction ~~f ammonium carbantate to rrea is fart`', the decomposition r,f nrcr is 

very on and the pressutr does nut retch any teal equilibrium pressr.rc below 
li0'C. 

    There exists the residual pros ore when the reaction vex el i; euolal in ice 
water after the reaction is over. The residual pressure is conhuned due to 

hydu,~cn by corrosion and carbon dioxide. The volunc of hydraren corresponds 
to corroded ira:. C:.msc+luectly, it is expected that ca: boa dioxide is in excess 

in gas phase after the long run of cooling bec;utsc the rolrbility of : nunonia is 

greater than cmbou dioxide. This is against Tokuoka's idea°. 
    The vo'.ume of hydrogct at the temperatures of 130, 150, 170, IAO. ?10'C, 

after :3 Irours. with packing ratio O.fi7fi in the A conL•riner is shown in Tnb:e 4. 
          'fable ') Upon the relation of equilibrium pressure 

           ---- - -- and temperature, the following cxperimertal  Temp. °C l'olume of hydrogen, a 
                               equations are presented becacse of the linear 

    tao n.a 
    t~ ~rs relation between the logarithm of pressure and 

    tto tns the reciprocal of the ab°_olute temperature. The 
   tso ss.a esister:ce of the ;elation of straight lice in the 
    X10 Ba.R                                case tahcre the packing ratio is O.f,7(i ar.d O.;i 

is confirmcvl. It is expected that the gas phase in equilibrir m of men-water 
system consists of rubort dioxic'e, znunonia, water and rrea, btt the phy=leaf 

meaning of the existence of this relation is nut clear in the present paper. 
           log T'=-?:34f).SS/Tt~•3759 (Ititatcaki) 

          log I'=-~7-lLO~T+~:?6S0 (Bgan)
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           lo, 1'=-21#fi.00~T-1-fi.93G (authors O.fiiG g~cc) 

           log P=-2211.f!3~'C-}-G.9S9 (authors O.b g~cc) 

(II) The reaidual urea, The maximum residual urea is 191YC, 

petted [hat the maximum of urea also rleltends on packing ratio. 
the authors compare their date with the literature. 
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                            Conclusions. 

    (I) The' equilibrium exlrerimeuts that started from the urea-water system at 
the temperature range 130~.3d0'C and packing ratios O.iR, 0.6i6, 0.5 0.3 g~cc 
arc performed. 

   (II) The decomposition of urea is very slow below the temperature of I i0'C 
and can not reach equilibrium a([er ?-! hours, but above the temperature of 

190'C, equilibrium reaches in a few hours. 

   (III) bVhen the iron reaction vessel is used, hydrogen is produced by 

corrosion and that volume correslwnds to corraled iron. 

   (IV7 The residual pressure iu cooling is due to hydrogen b}' corrosion and 

    9) K. G. Clark, V. L. Gaddy and C. E. Rist, brA. Eng CJum., 25, 1099 (1933)
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 excess carbon dioxide. 

     (~ There exiets the relation of straight lire berireeu lo, P and 1/T. 

     The authors express hearty thanks to the \Iiui.=.try of Education fort _he 
 Scientific Research Giant. 
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                                      li~~nta University.
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